
May Might

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Speak quickly; __________________ to talk in safety?1. (where/we/go/?)where may we go

I ___________ that letter, or I may not.2. (need)may need

Their own ship ________________ safely through; but they left it and went
into another ship that lay there, which had neither man nor woman in it.
3.

(not/get)

might not get

Afraid I _______________________ the service.4. (not/get through)mightn't get through

She _____________ back at any time, and be a girl again.5. (come)might come

There are times, when even a sister __________________ consolation.6.
(not/attempt)

may not attempt

You ____________ me, but you shall not play upon me.7. (break)may break

A man in your position _______________ anything to risk, but with me it is
different.
8.

(not/have)
may not have

She ___________________ long to look.9. (past/stand)might have stood

He ______________ to do this, but must stand where he secured the ball.10.
(not/run)

may not run

And he ___________ it into his head to marry again.11. (take)may take

He ______________ on the waste of wealth and power.12. (observe)may observe

My penny _______________ like other pennies.13. (not/be)might not be

John having finished his supper, they all lay down to rest, one keeping
watch that they _______________ surprised.
14.

(not/be)might not be

I just thought you _____________ to know it.15. (like)might like
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Is it not a common feeling that a servant is one who may be treated with a
degree of freedom by every member of the family which he or she
_________________?

16.

(not/return)may not return

And it _____________ chilly after nightfall.17. (turn)might turn

Methods successful in the city __________________ in the country.18.
(not/succeed)

may not succeed

We ___________________ a way to climb it.19. (past/find)might have found

And, besides, it is not easy to know whether one _____________ harm,
rather than good, by speaking.
20.

(not/do)
may not do
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